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Urban BeekeepingDownload This Great Book Today! Read On Your Computer, MAC, Smartphone,

Kindle Reader, iPad, or Tablet!Have you ever wanted to take care of bees, and enjoy your very own

fresh honey?Beekeeping was once reserved only for those that had farms, and were professional

beekeepers. Now, everyday people, just like yourself, are beginning to do it in their backyards,

suburban areas, and even on rooftops in cities!This new style of beekeeping is known as 'Urban

Beekeeping'.Beekeeping can be a fun and rewarding hobby, both emotionally and financially. Many

people sell the bi-products of bees for a profit, others just keep products for themselves, and some

use them for gifts. Regardless of your motives for beekeeping, this book will provide you with all the

knowledge necessary!Urban Beekeeping is fast becoming one of America's biggest hobbies! Get in

on the fun beekeeping action with the help of this guide!You will soon learn about different types of

bees, how to get started in beekeeping, what equipment you need, and how to care for bees

throughout different seasons.Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn...What is urban

beekeepingWhy keep bees?How to get startedWhat equipment you needWhere to find

equipmentHow to keep your colony healthyHow to choose a bee typeMuch, much more!Download

your copy today!Tags: beekeeping, bee keeping, urban beekeeping, beekeeping farm, beekeeping

at home, home beekeeping, backyard beekeeping, bees, honey, beekeeper, honeycomb
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This is a straight to the point resource on urban beekeeping. I was looking into urban beekeeping as

a hobby for getting some local honey to help with allergies and maybe get into making products with

beeswax. Thanks to this book if I choose to pursue urban beekeeping I know exactly how to get

started, what types of bees to get, what equipment I need and what steps to follow!

Who doesn't love honey! Its a great spread on toast, super as an ingredient in many recipes and

yummy, just licked of a spoon in all its natural splendor. I had no idea you could have a little "honey

farm" by looking after bees in your own backyard! Now this is really good news. We've been hearing

that we have been losing bees, worldwide, and that bees are critical to our very survival. Having a

few beehives in our backyards makes so much sense especially with the trend towards backyard

farming, bees will natural pollinate both the veggie and the decorative flowers and HONEY! I'd love

to have some in my backyard and will start with the preliminaries that the author suggests. Good

read with lots of useful information.

I enjoyed this read and thought it was a great overview for beginner bee keepers. This book is an

enjoyable and quick read that offered some good resources. My favorite section was information

detailing all the different types of bees. Bee keeping helps our planet, and anything that makes the

information more accessible to the general population has got my vote! :)

I haven't yet put to use the lessons talked about in this book but this and a few others will aid in a

good start for novice bee keepers everywhere. Now, if I can just get to Central Florida!

This was shared with me by a fellow urban homesteading aficionado and it has a lot of useful

information.

this was a very enjoyable read for me. I am wanting to start with bees next Spring and this book was

very informative. I highly suggest this to all beekeeper beginners! you'll love it!



I really enjoyed this book very much. It was full of very good information and resources. It has really

peaked my interest in becoming a beekeeper.

Good book if you know absolutely nothing about bee's. More of an introduction to bee's.
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